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Abstract
The multivariate regression model single-outlier problem is
viewed as a decision problem with n + 1 possible actions.
decide that there are no outliers, and D.]. :
ith observation is an outlier, for each i •

These are

decide that the

The problem is invari-

ant with respect to a natural group of transformations, and has a

•

family of maximally invariant matrix-valued statistics.

For mean

slippage alternatives, each observation is associated with a hypothesized distance from the null model Y(n X p) = XB + U if it is an outlier.

For any set of n such distances, the class of decision rules

of the following form is invariant admissible:

for arbitrary

f , ..• , f > 0, choose action D0 if maxJ. f. s. < K; choose action D.
1
n
J J
l.
if f. s. =max. f .s. ~ K; where R. is the i th row of the least squares
]. ].
J J J
].
residuals matrix R, and s.]. =R.]. (R'R)- 1 R:]. . Similar results are
obtained for the variance slippage case, and for mean slippage
with several outliers in a common direction •

•
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1.

Introduction
The problem of dealing with outlying or aberrant observations has

been studied from many viewpoints.

In a regression setting, Anscombe

and Tukey (1963, p. 146) considered outliers to be "observations that
have such large residuals, in comparison with most of the others, as
to suggest that they ought to be treated specially." Much has been
written about the effects of outliers on even the simplest statistical
analysis.

A single outlier can have tremendous impact on a sample mean

or on a regression line fitted by least squares.

In a one-way layout,

an outlier can greatly increase the estimated variance, obscuring real
differences among group means.

The presence of several outliers can

produce even more distortion.

•

To sensibly propose and compare procedures, one must know what information is sought from the analysis.

As Kruskal (1960) and Gnanadesikan

(1977, p. 272) have noted, an observation may be an outlier for one purpose but not for another.

Two possible aims mentioned by David (1970,

p. 170) are (a) to indicate whether outliers are present in the data, and
(b) to identify those observations which are aberrant.
When it is known that at most one outlier is present, we will be able to
address (a) and (b) simultaneously.
--

We will consider the .multivariate regression problem with multiple
regressors, so the model is
(1.1)

Y(nX p)

= X(nX k)B(kX p) +

U(nX p)

The observation .matrix Y and the regressor matrix X are known.

•

The coeffi-

cient matrix B is unknown, as is the error matrix U, Which consists of n
independent rows, each multivariate normal

N(O,~)

stated in Definition 2.1 must also be satisfied.

•

Conditions to be

This model
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•

specifies the structure of the data as long as no outliers

f'u1.ly

are present.

Any observation whose distribution departs from

this model will be tenned an outlier.

For instance, assume that the

data constitute a random sample from a nor.mal N(~,cr 2 ) population, unless
there are outliers.

If all observations are independent, but k of them

have distributions other than N(~,cr 2 ), then the latter are outliers.

In

the two models most widely used to represent the existence of outliers,
the last k observations are also normall.y distributed.

Under the mean

slippage model, also called model A, all observations have variance a2,
bt...t k of the means differ from ~, and possibly from each other.

Under

the variance slippage model, also called model B, ail observations have
mean

•

~,

other.

but k of the variances differ from cr 2 , and possibly from each
These models were proposed by Grubbs (1950) and Dixon (1950) •

They have been used and generalized by many others.
It may be known that at most one outlier is present.

This situ-

ation, referred to as the single-outlier problem, is commonly analyzed
as a decision problem with n + 1 possible actions.
represents the decision that there are no outliers.
D is incorrect and the i th observation is the
0

=1,

• • •, n •

The decision that

0 1ltller

-

for each i

One of these, D0,

is denoted by Di'

For various versions of this and the related

problem of slippage of one among n sampled normal populations, theoretically optimal decision rules have been found.

Many are listed by David

(1970, pp. 178-184), most of these being for the univariate case.

A tYI>i-

cal univariate result states that, under certain natural conditions, the
probability of correctly identifYing an outlier when one is present is

•

maXimized by the rule based on

lvl:

t~e

maximum absolute studentized residual

choose D0 if lvl < C; choose Di if

residual has absolute value

Jvl .

jvj

~

C and the ith studentized

...
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•

Although many types of alternatives to (1.1) can be proposed,
we 'Will :focus on two.

Mean slippage alternatives occur when same obser-

vations have means not equal to the corresponding rows of XB .

Variance

slippage alternatives occur when same observations have variances
where

"-f >

1 .

"-fi:,

In each case, there may be one or more such observations,

and several may display different mean shifts or variance inflation :fac-

tors.

Although more general families of alternatives would also be of

interest, they present formidable mathematical barriers to the derivation of optimality results.
Expository treatments of the outlier problem, accompanied by many
references, are found in David

(1969).

Doornbos also discussed the history of outlier research, as

did Anscombe

•

(1970), Doornbos (1966), and Grubbs

(1960).

Karlin and Truax

(1960) treated the multivariate common mean model

(Y = ljJ. + U) single-outlier problem with mean slippage as a multiple de cision problem.

Using a loss function that is essentially zero-one, they

showed that any symmetric, affine invariant Bayes decision procedure
is based on the magnitude of the largest squared studentized residual.
Ferguson

(1961) examined the multivariate common mean model single-

outlier problem with variance slippage.

He showed that the symmetric

Bayes rules found by Karlin and Truax under model A are also symmetric
Bayes for model B.
errors, y

For the univariate regression model with normal

= Xb + u, Ferguson considered the single-outlier problem with

mean slippage.

The null hypothesis H0 is that the model is correct,

the alternative H. that the mean of the ith observation's distribution
J.

•

differs from the model by ai, for i
studentized residual as

=1,

••• , n •

Define the i th squared
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•

'
where Ri is the ith least-square-:; residual and mii is the ith diagonal
element of the matrix M( n X n)
by:

=I

- X(X 'X)-~' •

choose D0 if .max. V~ ~ K; choose Di if V~
J J
l.

A decision rule is given

= max.J

V~
J

> K • Ferguson

proved that this rule is invariant admissible for the problem when

m~,

is proportional to

and that it is Bayes with respect to a prior

distribution giving equal weight to
Gnanadesikan

(1977)

analytic viewpoint.

Ia.l. I

IS_, • • •,

Hn •

discussed multivariate outliers from a data

An extensive survey of the outlier literature is

found in Barnett and Lewis (1978).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

•

The slippage

models of interest, outliers, and the mean slippage and variance slippage
versions of the multivariate regression model single-outlier problem are
defined in Section 2.

Useful necessary and sufficient conditions for

two standard assumptions about the regression structure are found in Section 3, and both versions of the single-outlier problem are shown to be
invariant with respect to a group G of non-singular affine-like transformations of the data matrix.

A family of maximal invariants T with

respect to G is obtained in Section

4,

and the distribution of T under

both mean slippage and variance slippage alternatives of the singleoutlier problem is derived.

In Section

5, these distributions are used

to obtain a class of decision rules invariant admissible for both versions
of the problem, based on the magnitudes of the squared studentized residuals.

•

This class is surprisingly large, containing many rules besides

those based on the maximum studentized residual.

In Section

6,

the case

of mean slippage alternatives with several outliers departing from the

-l.

•

5-

null multivariate regression model in a common direction is examined,
and decision procedures related to those of the single-outlier problem
are found to be invariant admissible.

These generalize Murphy's (1951)

decision rules for the univariate, common mean model, aside from a
minor difference in the invariance structure.
The decision rules of this

paper are based on squared studentized

residuals or the generalized version of them found in Section 6.
Earlier results in this area, such as those of Ferguson (1961), Karlin
and Truax (1960), and M.lrphy (1951), seem to include only those rules
which are Bayes with respect to a prior distribution assigning equal
probabilities to all alternatives except H0, and specifying that slippage parameters oi or

•

Af

-1

are proportional to mii •

OUtlier identifica-

tion based on the magnitude of the largest squared studentized residual
has been advocated on these grounds.

Corollary 5.1 shows that

this class of decision rules is invariant admissible in multivariate regression situations not previously investigated.
In both the mean slippage and variance slippage single-outlier problems, varying the slippage parameters oi or

Af produces

of invariant admissible rules of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3.

the wider class
Since the parame-

ters quantifying the slippage are not known in almost all practical
cases, the rules of this wider class merit consideration.

Theorems 5.2

and 5. 4 show that this entire class of rules is invariant admissible no
matter what the values of the slippage parameters, further justifying
their serious consideration.

Analogous comments can be made for the

. mean slippage problem with several outliers in a common direction, re-

•

garding the class of invariant admissible rules established in Theorem 6.l.
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•

The question of whether to multiply univariate (p=l) regression
residuals by m:~
before examining them to detect the presence of outn.
liers has received recent attention, e.g. Cook

(1977). The multivariate

-1
analogue of this issue is whether to use a rule based on Vi2 = mii
Ri S-1Rj_

1 R! •
or one based on si = R.SJ.
J.

Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 show that either

type of rule is i:1variant admissible for both single-outlier problems •

•

•

....
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2.

Model Definitions
The multivariate regression model is fundamental to the discussion.

Definition 2.1:

The multivariate regression model is specified

by

the

matrix equation
(2.1)

Y=XB+U,

where Y(nx p), X(nx k), B(kx p), and U(nx p) satisfy the following conditions:
(2.2)

:p+k~n,

(2.3)

rank(X)

(2.4) ( u. : i
~

•

=k

,

= 1, 2, ••• , n} are independent, where u. denotes
~

the i th row of the matrix U ,
for all i

(2.5)

The regressor matrix X is fixed and known, and the observation matrix Y
is known after the data

a~e

collected.

The regression coefficient

matrix B and the p

X

p error covariance matrix .E are unknown, as is the

error matrix U •

The known scalars n, p, and k represent the number of

independent observations, the dimension or number of components of each
observation, and the number of columns in the regressor matrix, respectively.
Condition (2.2) is introduced to insure the estimability of all unknown parameters, as discussed in Press (1972, p. 210) .

•

.

•
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The matrix X must be of f'ull rank to make X'X non-singular.

The

unique solution of the normal equations will then be employed in construeting test statistics.

This condition could be dispensed with; the discus-

sian can be extended to cover X of less than full rank by introducing the
parameter rank(X) and generalized inverses throughout.

The details of

reparametrization to a model of full rank are found in several standard
sources, for example, Graybill (1961, p. 235).

This matter, though not

difficult, will not be discussed further here.
The independence of the error vectors {ui} reflects the underlying
assumption that the n rows of Y represent a set of independently selected observations.

Conditions

(2.4)

and

(2.5)

together specify that

the u. 's are a random sample from a multivariate normal population with
~

•

mean 0(1 X p) and covariance matrix L: •
Definition 2.2:

In the multivariate regression model of (2.1), Yi and

Xi will denote the i th rows of matrices Y and X, respectively.
following column vectors are of length n:
positions and 0' s elsewhere, for i

=

The

e.J_ consists of a 1 in the ith

1, · · ·, n; and e 0 has every entry equal

to 0
An alternative way of specifYing the multivariate regression model,

equivalent to the formulation of Definition 2.1, is to say that Y1 , •• ·, Yn
are independent lX p random variables, each multivariate normal, with
common covariance matrix
(2.6)

=and means
fori =1,2, • • ., n

This set of n equations can be written more compactly as

•

(2.7)

E(Y) = XB

Conditions (2.2) and (2.3) must also be met.
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•

The multivariate regression model of DefiLltion 2.1 will be taken
as the model of the null hypothesis; if there are no outliers, it is the
model from which the data have been obtained.

An observation will be

called an outlier if it is a realization of a random variable which does
not conform to the null model's specifications.

To investigate the

possible presence of outliers, alternative models of two forms are proposed.

Model A, referred to as the mean slippage model, hypothesizes

that the means of same observations differ from those specified by the
null. regression model.

Model B, referred to as the variance slippage

model, hypothesizes that the variances of some observations are larger
than the variance specified by the IIU.ll regression· model.

•

Definition 2.3:

The multivariate regression model

with~

slippage is

specified by
(2.8)

Y=XB+A+U

'

-where Y, X, B, and U are as in (2.l), A(nx p) is an arbitrary matrix,

and conditions (2.2)-(2.5) are satisfied.
An immediate consequence of equations (2.8)

(2.9)

E(Y)

= XB

and (2.5) is

+A

Thus, the matrix A gives the displacements of the true means of the observations from the means stipulated by the null regression model.

The dis-

tribution of the observation Y. is multivariate normal N(X. B +a. ,2:), where
~

a. denotes the ith row of A •
~

~

~

Such a Y. violates the null model if and only
~

if a. f= 0 . The null regression model is the special case occurring when
~
A=O. In dealing with outlier problems, the usual procedure is to assume

•

that most of the rows of A are zero vectors.

Additional information about

the nature of A may be required for the analysis of this model.

For exam-

ple, A must not consist entirely of columns contained in the column
of X •

space
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Definition 2.4:

The multivariate regression model with variance slippage

is specified by equation (2.1), conditions (2.2)-(2.4), and the condition
(2.10)
where

for all i

A.f,

,

A.~, • • ·, A.~ is a set of arbitrary positive scalars.

Under this variance slippage model, the distribution of the observation Y.J_ is multivariate normal with mean X.B
and covariance matrix A~L
•
J_
J_
Such an observation does not conform to (2.5) of the null model if and
only if A.~/= 1 .
J.

The null regression model is a special case of the vari-

ance slippage model, occurring when A.~ = 1 for all i .
J.

For outlier prob-

lems, it is usually assumed that most of the A.~J_ are equal to 1, and that
the rest are greater than l

•

.

This is because, if A.~< 1, Y. will be disJ.

J_

tri buted more closely about X.J_ B than under the null condition A.~
=l .
J_

We

will not deal further with this situation, which has been aptly referred
to as the presence of "inliers ".

This discussion motivates the following de.f'ini tions, one for each
slippage model, of an outlier.
Definition 2. 5:
the observation

In the multivariate regression model with mean slippage,

Y.1 is an outlier if a.1

of the matrix A in

(2.8).

~

o,

where a. denotes the ith row
1

-

In the multivariate regression model with

variance slippage, the observation Y. is an outlier if A.~> 1 in equa1

1

tioc ( 2. 10) .
Several basic definitions pertaining to the multivariate regression
model will now be given.

•

Dcfini tiou 2. 6:

Based on the multi variate regression model, define
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(2.11)

B(kx p) = (X'X)-lx'Y

(2.12)

"
R(nx p) =U=Y-XB

(2.13)

M(nX n) =I - X(X'X)-~'

(2.14)

S(p.< p) = R'R

'

A

'
'

It is well known that "B is the least squares and the ma.xinnun likelihood
estilna.tor of B, and that R is the matrix of residuals.

The symnetric,

idempotent, positive semi-definite matrix M transforms Y into R •
Two assumptions will be made regarding the structure of the regres-

sion.

These will be motivated by considering properties of univariate

residuals.

The first is that no residual w:i.ll be allowed to have vari-

ance zero, for this would force it to be zero and so make it impossible

•

to detect the corresponding observation's departure from the model •
Second, no pair of residuals will be allowed to have correlation +1 or
-1 •

An outlier in such a situation would produce equal effects in more

than one residual, presenting obvious difficulty in determining which
observation is the source of the trouble.

An illuminating example is

given by Anscambe (1960), who points out that in a 3 X 3 Latin square,
the nine residuals consist of three sets of three equal values.

These

conditions will be formally stated in terms of M, using the fact that
Cov(R) = a 2 M for univariate regression.
Assurnwtions 2.1:

In all regression models to be considered, it is spe-

cified that these conditions hold:
(2.15)

•

(2.16)

for all i

;

for all distinct i and j

Important necessary and sufficient conditions for (2.15) and (2.16) will
be given in Section 3.
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A special case of the outlier problem occurs when at most
one outlier is present.

This reduction of' the problem restricts the

parameters of the multivariate regression slippage models, Definitions
2. 3 and 2.4.

For the mean slippage problem, at most one row a. of' the
l.

matrix A can be non-zero.

For the variance slippage problem, at most

one constant A~ can be greater than 1, the rest being equal to 1 •
l.

These situations can be viewed as multiple decision problems.

The

goal is to decide whether one of' the observations is an outlier and, if'
so, to identify that observation.

The decision theoretic framework for

eYamining the problem of' one outlier will now be supplied.
A set of' n + 1 hypotheses,

•

sidered.

denoted~' ~' ~'

••• , Hn' will be con-

Under the null hypothesis H0, the observations Y are distrib-

uted according to'. the multivariate regression 1!lodel., so there are no
outliers.

Under hypothesis Hi, -for each i = 1, • • •, n, point Yi is an

outlier, but all of' the n -1 remaining observations are distributed as
the multivariate regressi0n model dictates.
The action space is

a

= {D0 , D1 , • • ·, Dn} •

Here D0 represents the

action "decide that there are no outliers," and D. represents the action
l.

"decide that the i th observation is an outlier, " f'or i

The elements
parameters B and

~

e

=1,

• • •, n •

of the state space have several components:

the

of' the multivariate regression model.; an entr,y i spe-

cif'ying which point is an outl.ier; and an entry describing the location

•

(f'or mean sl.ippage) or inflation factor (for variance slippage) of' the
outlier.

In the mean slippage case, this l.ast component of'

e

wil.1 be
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the lX p vector a. •
l.

the value

o,

When there are no outliers, the index i assumes

and a 0 is taken to be a zero vectcr.

non-zero When i ~ 0 .
of

e will

of

In the variance slippage case, the last component

be the scalar ~ •

taken to be 1 •

NaturaJ.ly, ai must be ·

With no outliers, again i is

o,

and ~ is

The choice of ao = 0 or ~ = 1 insures the uniqueness

e •
A zero-one loss fUnction will be adopted.

If there are no outliers,

deciding that any observation is an outlier gives a loss of one.

When

there is an outlier, a loss of one results from either an incorrect decision on its identity or the decision that no outliers are present.
Subject to certain conditions, this loss fUnction declares a decision rule
to be good if it maximizes the value of the . collection (Pr(D.jH.),
all i}
1
1

•

in some sense.

For example, in Bayes calculations, with prior distribu-

tion (p0, pl' ••. , Pn) on the component of

e

specif'y:ing the outlier,

minimizing the Bayes risk is equivalent to maximizing~~1=tr
-~.Pr(D.jH.)
•
l.
l.
1
This will be taken up in detail in Section 4.
Definition 2. 7:

The multivariate regression

mode;~

slipPage single-

outlier problem is specified by these elements:
(i) Hypotheses Hi: Y

= XB

+ eiai + U, where ai (lx p) ~ 0 if and only

if i ~ 0, and conditions (2.2)-(2.5) hold, :t'or i=O, 1, ••• 1 n •

•
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(ii) Action space

a

[D0 , D1 , • • ·, Dn}' where Di denotes the decision to

=

act as if hypothesis H1 is true.

f:.

(iii) State space SSM= [e = (i,ai,B,L:): ie(O, 1, ••• , n}; ai(lxp)
if and only if i

f:.

0; L: > 0} •

(iv) Loss function L(e,D.) = L[(i,a.,B,L:).,D.] = 1-5 ..
J
J.
J
J.J
Definition 2.8:

0

= {o1

. f:.= J~. •

if

i

J..L

J.

·~

The multivariate regression model, variance slippage

single-outlier problem is specified by these elements:

(i)

HY,potheses

H0:

and conditions

(2.2)-(2.4)

hold, and

u. - N(O,L:) for all j •
J
Hi: Equation (2.1) and conditions

(2.2)-(2.4)

hold,

Equation

(2.1)

uj ...., N( 0, L:) for all j

f:.

i, and

u.- N(O,A.~L:) with A.~> 1, for i=l, 2, •••, n.
J.

•

J.

J.

(ii) Action space a = [ D0 , n1 , • • ·, Dn}, where Di denotes the decision to
act as if hypothesis Hi is true.
(iii) State space ®sv = te
if i

f:.

= (i,A.f,B,L:):

ie(O, 1, ···, n}; ~

> 1

0; L: > 0} •

1
(iv) Loss function L(9,D.)
}.~ BE)
J -- L[(i ,.~,
'
' Dj ] -- 1.-5ij -- { 0

•

= l;A.f
if
if

i

f:.

j

i = j .
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3.

Invariance of the Single-Outlier Problem
Standard definitions and theorems on invariance will be invoked in

dealing with these problems.

A fUll treatment of these can be found in

either Ferguson (1967) or Lehmann (1959), accompanied by much related
material.

Ferguson discusses the reasons for using invariant decision

rules in very general situations; conditions favoring alternative approaches
are also mentioned.

One further definition is needed.

Definition 3.1 (Ferguson, 1961):

A decision rule is invariant admissible

if it is admissible in the set of invariant rules.
Any invariant decision rule must be a function of a maximal invariant under G •

This situation can be exploited to our advantage.

Assume

that a problem is invariant with respect to a group G, and that a maximal

•

invariant T with respect to G has been obtained.

If it is desired to

consider only the class of decision rules which are invariant under G,
the equivalent class of decision rules which are functions of T may be
considered instead.
From this point on,

lJ

will denote the space of' n X p :matrices.

group of transformations from

lJ

A

into itself' will now be introduced, and

it will be shown that both the mean and the variance slippage singleoutlier problems are invariant under this group.

•

The transformation
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gC,K operates on a data matrix Y by a non-singular (right) matrix multiplication, which replaces each row Yi by Yi C, :f'-::>llowed by addition of an
nx :p matrix XK to the result.

The :post-multiplication of Y by C will

affect the scale and location of the underlying distribution of the data
matrix, and the addition of XK will further alter its location.
Definition 3.2:

Let

11 denote the set of

all nx:p real matrices.

De-

fine the transformation gc, K: y ... y by
(3.1)

gC,K(Y) = YC + XK

,

where C is a :p X :p non-singular matrix, and K is an arbitrary k x :p matrix.
The set of all such transformations will be denoted by

•

(3. 2)

G = (gC,K: Cis :PX:P; det(C) ,fO; K is kxp}

Lemma 3.1:

The set of transformations Gin (3.2) is a group •

Proof:

The :proof is routine and will be omitted.

Before establishing the invariance of the single-outlier :problem
under G, we give usefUl necessary and sufficient conditions for the
assumptions ( 2 .15) and ( 2 .16) .

The identifiability of

e

is then shown

for the mean slippage and variance slippage :proble:ms.
Theorem 1.1:

ForM= I

-X(X'X)-~',

mjj = 0 if and only if ej €CSX'

where CSX denotes the column space of X •
Proof:

(i) Without loss of generality, take j = l •

so XV = e1 :f'or same vector v •

•

Let S = (X'X)-l •

Assume e1 € CSX'

Then
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e1

= Xv = XS[(X'X)v]
= XSX'(Xv)
= xs(:lq,, •• •,

X~)e 1

Equating the first elements of the left and right hand sides gives
~

SXJ. = 1,

or

nu_ = 0

•

(ii) Again take j = 1, and assume ~

=0

since by the idempotence and symmetry of

o = nu = I~imil

Then ~i

for all i,

~

i

It follows from the definition of M that XiSX{
delta.

=0

= tmfi

i

•

•

= 8li'

the KroneCker

Direct evaluation shows that XSX{ = e1 e CSX .

QED

Condition (2.15), that mii ~ 0 for all i, thus insures that no ei
can be in CSX •

The alternative hypotheses Hi' i

=1,

• • ·, n, of the mean

slippage single-outlier problem contain slippage tems e.a. with a. ~ 0 •
l. l.

l.

Consequently, should a single outlier be present, it cannot be incorporated into H0 merely by changing the entries of B •
Theorem 1.2:

ForM= I-

X(X'Xf~'

and i

~

j, m1 imjj

~

mfj if and only

if aei + bej ~ CSX for all non-zero scalars a,b •
Proof:

(i) Without loss of generality, take i = 1, j = 2, and let S de-

note (X'X)

-l

•

there exists a vector v with

•

_1

Assume that ae 1 + be2 e CSX for some a,b r 0.

Then

-3.4-

•

a

a

b

b

O

= Xv = XSX'Xv=XS(X!,
-"1.

• •• ,X')
n O
•

0

0

a.JS_SXj_ + bX]_SJC2
a~SXj_ + b~SJC2

=

Equating the first and second elements of the first and last expressions
gives

au:u + 'hliJ.2 = 0

'

~+b~2=0

•

Thus -a/b

= li)_2 /n:u_

(ii) Again take i
a

=

=l,

~2/~2 ,
j

= DJ.2IliJ.J. = ~ 2 /~,

= 2,

= X(X'X)-~'f,

€

CSX •

and assume that nu_~ 2

= 0,

~

= ~2

and define the vector f(nx l.)

It suffices to show that Mf
f

implying that IIJ.lm22 =

•
•

= (a

Set
-l. 0 0 ••• 0)' •

for this is equivalent· to

which demonstrates the existence of a vector ae1 - e 2

We must show
amil -mi2

=0

1'his is trivial. for i = 1,2, since

for all. i

n:t_2

=l.,

••• , n

= ~ and ~ 2 =

SliJ.2 •

Using the

·notation of univariate linear models, l.et Y and R denote the vectors of
observations and residuals, respectively.
and that Cov(R)

•

r 2 is

= cr 2 M

•

It is well known that R

= MY,

Hence the correlation between residuals r 1 and

-3.5-

•

and r 2 = ar1 with probability 1 •

Using this relationship, we obtain
for all i

QED

T.tru.s mi 2 = amil' as was to be shown.
Lemma 3.2:

For the multivariate regression model, mean slippage single-

pe : p9

OUtlier problem,
Proof:

e

Take

Y' - p 9 , •

I

implieS that

= (i,ai'B,E) and

If P9 = P9 "

= XB' + ejaj •

e =e

I

•

e 1 = (j,aj,B',E 1 ) ,

and let Y- P9 ,

it follows that E(Y) = E(Y'), that is, XB + e 1 ai

Rearranging terms, X(B- B')

= ejaj- eiai

•

The right-

hand side is in CSX; from conditions (2.15) and (2.16) and Theorems 3.1
and 3.2, it is not hard to show that i=j, ·a. =a., and hence B=B 1
J

J.

•

Equating the covariance matrices of the first rows of Y andY' shows

•

that E = E

I,

concluding the proof that

e

=

e' •

QED

Exam_ple 3.1:

To see that condition ( 2 .16) is necessary for identifia-

bUi ty, take p

=1

and

101
X=

11 0
111

;

B= [ : }

i = 2, a. =.1;
J.

111
Substitution shows that XB + e.a. = XB' + eja.
J. J.
J

any

choice of E >

but

Pa = Pe' •

Lemma 3· 3:

o, e = (i,a1 ,B,:E)

and

e' = (j,aj,B',E

•

Take

Y'- P9 , •

1

•

So, for

) are not equal,

For the multivariate regression mode1, variance slippage

sing1e-outlier problem, pe = pe ' implies that
Proof:

= (4 4 6 6)

e=

(i,l~,B,E) and
·~

It follows from P9

e

=

e = (j,X~,B',E'),
J

= P9 ,

e' •
and let Y- p,

that XB = E(Y) = E(Y') =

e

XB',

so

-3.6-

•

B = B' •

Equate covariance matrices row by row, and observe that either

all rows have the same covariance matrix, or one row differs from the

rest.

Whichever is the case, it is simple to show that

and X~ =

Xj,

so 9 = 9 ' •

Theorem 3. 3:

z = Z',

i

= j,

Qt:D

The multivariate regression model, mean slippage single-

outlier problem is invariant under the group G •
Proof:

e = (i, ai, B,Z) e ®SM

Choose gC,K e G,

Y- p9 means that Y

= XB

of Definition 2. 7.

+ eiai + U, the rows of' U are

Then

indepe~dent

N(O,Z) random variables, and conditions (2.2) and (2.3) hold.

It fol-

lows that
gC,K(Y) = YC + XK

•

= XBC + ei ai C + UC +
= X(BC +K) + ei (a1 c)

XK
+

uc

The rows of' UC are independent N(O,C'ZC) random variables, so
gC,K(Y) - p.Sc,K(e )'
~,K(e)

where

= (i,aiC,BC+K,C'ZC)

Lemma 3.2 establishes the uniqueness of gC,K(e) .
ly {P9 ,e es 8M) is invariant under G •

Thus the fami-

And, for any gC,K in G and Dj in

a,

Letting ~(D.) = D., this demonstrates the invariance of the loss f'unc'

•

tion under G •

J

J

.

In fact, it proves a slightly stronger result, which

will now be stated.

QED

-3.7-

•

Corollary 3.1:

Proof:

For all gC,K

€

G,

e € eSW

Dj

E

a ,

Contained in the proof of Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3. 4:

The multi variate regression

model,

variance slippage

single-outlier problem is invariant under the group G .
Proof:

Choose gC,K

Y - p 9 means that Y

€

G, 9

=

= (i, A.f, B,L:)

€

8SV of Definition 2. 8.

Then

XB + U, the rows of U are independent random vari-

ables with u.- N(O,L:) for all j ~ i, u.- N(O,A.~L:), and conditions
J

(2.2)
j

.

and

(2.3)

J.

hold.

Of course, if i

J.

= 0,

we have u. -N(O,L:) for all
J

Then
gC,K(Y) = YC + XK

•

= X(BC +K) + UC

The rows of UC are independent multivariate nor.ma.lly distributed random
variables with mean 0, and for i ~ 0,
for all j ~i

'

and

When i

= O,

(UC)j- N(O,C'L:C) for all j .

Comparison with Definition 2.8 shows that
gc K(Y) -P--ee)'
'
gC,K

where

gC,K(e) = (i,Af,BC+K,C'L:C)
The uniqueness of gc K(e) follows from Lemma 3.3, establishing

•

'

the invariance of the family (P9 ,e

E8svl

under G •

The proof of the in-

variance of the loss fUnction under G is exactly the same as in the mean

-3.8-

•

slippage case of Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.1.
corollarJ 3. 2:

Proof:

For all gc,K

E

G,

e E esv,

Dj

E

QED

a,

Contained in the proof of Theorem 3.4.

In the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, it was found that ~(Dj)

= Dj

for all gC,K

E

G and Dj

E

a,

so a decision rule for the mean slip-

page (variance slippage) single-outlier problem is invariant under the
group G of Definition 3.1 if
d[gC,K(Y)]

= d(Y)

Since the multivariate regression model, mean slippage and variance slip-

•

•

page single-outlier problems are invariant under G, attention will be
restricted to decision procedures which are invariant under this group.
As noted earlier in this section, any such rule must be a :£'unction of a
maximal invariant with respect to G •

-4.1-

•

4.

A Family of Maximal Invariants
Given X and the data matrix Y, let D denote the n X n diagonal matrix

with n - k 1' s followed by k 0' s on the diagonal,

(4.1)
Then there exists an orthogonal nx n matrix P such that

(4.2)

P'MP

=D

Let Pi denote the ith column of P, and define

•

p

(4.3)

'

'

Then P 'M

= DP' = [~ }

Were the zero matrix :!.s of dimcudon k x n •

Define an nx p matrix Z
and

n-k-p+l

z2

of

= P'MY

•

We can define the sub-matrices

z1

z by

(4.4)
Then

(4. 5)

•

The decomposition of Z into

z1

and

z2

will be used in Sections 5 and 6,

where the distribution of Z is derived under various conditions.

-4.2-

•

Definition 4.1:

Given X andY, let M be defined by (2.13), and choose

an arbitrary but fixed orthogonal matrix P satis:f'ying ( 4. 2).

note the ith column of P .

For i 1 and i 2 given by (4.3), restrict atten-

tion to the subset of the sample space
singular} •
X p

Let pi de-

y

consisting of [ Y €

y:

t 2Y is non-

Define a matrix-valued statistic T(Y) of dimension (n- k- p)

by

(4.6)
For any X there is considerable latitude in selecting P •

As P var-

ies over values satisfying (4.2), a family of maximally invariant statistics is generated.

However, once a particular Pis chosen in Definition

4.1, it is held fixed through all subsequent steps of analysis, both here

•

and in later sections .
The subset of the sample space excluded from consideration in Definition 4.1 consists of allY such that

~ 2Y

is singular.

This will be a

set of measure zero in the situations to be investigated, and will therefore have no effect on the analysis.
Theorem 4.1:
Proof:

T(Y) is a maximal invariant with respect to the group G •

Note that MX =

o,

so

0

= P'MX =

Invariance will be shown first.
T[gC,K(Y)]

•

[~}

Choose any gC,K in G •

= T(YC + XK)
= t 1 (YC+XK)[i 2 (YC+XK)]-l

-1
= tlYC[ t 2YC]
-1(
-1
t 1 YC C
t 2 Y)

=
= T(Y)

-4.3-

•

M9.x:lmal.1 ty will now be shown.

ex,

Let

Cl, and C2 denote the column

spaces of X, ~i~ and ~2~ respectively.

= n- k -p, am di.m(C2) = p •

= k,

Then dim(CX)

It is known that t 1 x =

t 1 12 = O, so Euclidean n-space Rn = ex(!) Cl0 C2 ..

o,

dim(Cl)

~~ =

o,

Each vector

and

y € Rn

can thus be written uniquely as

(4.7)

Y = Yx + Yl + y 2

= Xu

with

+ tiv + 12w

Yx€CX, y 1 €Cl, y 2 €C2

,

where u, v, and w are column vectors of lengths k, n- k- p, and p •
Given that T(Y1 )
gC,K in G •

= T(Y2 ),

it must be shown that Y2

= ~,K(Y1 )

for same

Using (4. 7) and proceeding column by column, Y1 can be

expressed uniquely as

•

Similarly, Y2 can be expressed uniquely as

These expressions may be used to evaluate
t 1 Yi = 0 + t 1 tiVi + 0

= Vi .

t 2Yi = 0 + 0 + t 2 t2Wi = Wi

Letting K

= u2 - u1 C,

for i =1,2,
for 1=1,2

and substituting these expressions into the formula

for Y2 ,

•

Y2 = X(K+U1 C) + tiV~C + i2W~C

= Y1C +

XK

= Sc,K(Y~)
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•

The distribution of Twill be derived under the alternatives H.,
J_
i

= 0, 1,

••• , n of the mean slippage single-outlier problem.

The early

results of this section hold under more general conditions.

The multi-

2.3

variate regression model with mean slippage given in Definition

allows an arbitrary slippage matrix A, which need not be of the fonn
e.a.
.
J_ J_

Everything up to Lemma

4.1

is applicable to this broader model.

The following definition will prove useful .
Definition 4.2:

...

Let Z

denote the np X 1 column vector obta:ined by con-

catenating the columns of Z, so

z*' = (zll' ••• , znl' z12, • •• , zn2' • • •, zlp' • • •, zli.P)

,

and let Y~~ and R* denote the np X 1 column vectors obtained from Y and R
by the same procedure.

•

Let z. (1 X p) denote the jth row of
J

column of P, as in (4.3), and P.J_ the ith row of P.
of

z comprise

the sub-matrices
W(pxp) =

(4.8)

z2

z1

and

and

z2

defined in

Q(pxp)

We begin by finding the distribution of

= T'T
z=

z,

Pj the jth

The first n-k rows

(4.4).

Define

+I

P'MY = P'R •

The expec-

tation of Z is

E(Z)

= P'M E(Y) = P'M(XB +A) = P'MA = DP'A

Z* = (Ip ® P' )R*, where I p denotes the p x p identity matrix, so
Var(Z*)

= (Ip ® P')(E ® M)(Ip ® P) = E ® D

Hence the last k rows of Z are aegenerate at 0(1 X p), while the first
n - k rows are independently norma.J..ly distributed, each with covariance
matrix E •

•

rows of

Z

The joint probability density function of the f'irst n- k

is thus

(4.9)

,
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•

where c = (2rr)-(n-k)p/2 (det
n - k, p, and

~

~)-(n-k)/ 2

is a constant depending only on

•

It is immediate f'ram (4.8) that

z1

= 'lW and

z2

= W, so

(4.10)

To make the change o:f variables :from ~'

Jacobian o:f the transformation.

z2

to T, W, we must compute the

Fonnu.las :found in Press (1972, p. 45)

give

Then the distribution o:f T is

•

(4.11)

This distribution will be computed under alternatives H., i=O,l, ···, n
l.

o:f the multivariate regression model, mean slippage single-outlier problem.

First, we derive several needed results.

Lemma

4.1: For the multivariate regression model, mean slippage single-

outlier problem, under H. , i = 0, 1, • • • , n,
l.
n-k
\

L

zj~

-1

zj

-~-

= ·i;r[WZ w'Q]

,

j=l
n-k

I

Pj '.AL:-1 zj = ai!:-lw'(T' I O)Pj_

j=l
and

•

n-k

L

~~.AL:-lA'Pj

j=l

,
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•

Proof:

For the first resul.t, noting that Z'Z

= W'QW follows

easily from

(4.10), we have
n-L

n-k

Lzji:-1zj = tr[ \L zjzji:-I] = tr[Z

j=1

'ZI:

-1 ]

-1 ]

j=l

For the second resul.t, recalling that A
n-k

Lpi

= tr[W'QWI:

= eiai'

n-k
'Ar.-1 zj = tr[

j=1

L

Ar.-1 zjF' '] =

tr[AI:-~ 'P']

= aii:-lZ 'Pi_

j=l

Substitution from ( 4.10) completes the- proof.

For the last resul.t1 note

n-k

that

LPjF'' = (PD)(PD)' = M

,

j=1
and that AI:-1A' consists entirely of zeroes except for the value in the

•

iith position, which is a 1I:
n-k

Lpi 'AI:-lA •F'

j=1

-1
ai_ •

Then

n-k
=tr[ poipi 'AI:-lA '] = tr[:MAI:-lA '] = miiaii:-1ai
j=l

L

~D

From (4.8), (4.10), (4.11), and Lemma 4.1, we obtain the distribution
of T under Hi as
fT(T) = (2n)-(n-k)p/2 (det

(4.12)

E)-(n-k)/2a~exp[-itr(WE-~'Q)

+ a 1E-lw'(T' I O)Pi_]ldet Wln-k-p dW

,

where

We proceed to derive a more useful expression fo1· fT(T) by a method
due to Karlin and Truax (1960, Sec. 9).

•

E(px p)

= I:-iW'Qi,

s~etric

that

Define -r(px 1) = I:-iai and

which is penu:i.ssible since Q is positive definite and

whenever T exists.

A change of variables from W toE shows

-4.7-

•

(4.13)

1

where

Define the matrix N(pxp) =

1 (T'
-rP.[~]Q0

I O)P!-r' .

l

Then, by Vina-

l

grad's Theorem (Press, 1972, p. 37), there exists an orthogonal pxp
matrix K for which

Making the variable transformation F
p

•

= EK

I

.,.l].
= etr[ -iFF' + .rJ.1- I det

gives

Fl n-k-p

dF

Let L(p x p) be the orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes the matrix

A(px :p)

= wit'

J..

Then A is of rank one, since N2 is of rank one, and L can be chosen to
make the first diagonal element of A positive and the rest equal to zero.
Letting )...i· denote the ith diagonal element of A, we can express this as
1

--

A.n > 0 and ":ii = 0 for all i f:. 1 •
Now make a final transformation from F to the p
G iefined by G = LFL' •
P =

xp

Then p can be expressed as

Jetr[ -iGG' + M] Idet Gl n-k-:p dG

= Jexp[-itr(GG') +gll~1 Jidet

Gln-k-p dG

We now obtain a more convenient expression for A.11 .

•

matrix variable

-4.8-

•

Definition 4. 3:

The scal~rs si, 8i' and ai are defined by

and

(4.15)
(4.16)
1

1

It is easy to show that tr[(vv') 2 ] = (v'v)2 for any column vector
v.

Proceeding to the evaluation of All' we observe that
1,_1,_

s7o7
J_ J_

All = tr(A) = tr(L'AL)

We have proved

•

Theorem 4. 2:

For the multivariate regression model., mean slippage

singl.e-outlier probl.em, the distribution of T under Hi' i = 0,1., · • •, n,.
is

(4.17)

'

(4.18)
The distribution of T will now be derived under the alternatives
Hi' i = 0, 1, · • ·, n, of the variance slippage single-outlier :problem.
The invariance of T under the group G allows us to reduce the algebraic
complexity of the calculations by taking B = 0 and L: =I without loss of
generality.

•

The elements of Y are then independent normally distributed

random variables, each with expected value zero.
each of them has variance one.

Under hypothesis H0 ,

Under H.,
i = 1, · • ·, n,
J_

-4.9-

•

Cov(Yj) = IP

(!+.19)

for j

1: i,

where Yj is the jth row of Y .
Definition 4.4:

Fori =1, ••• , n, let L. be the nxn diagonal matrix with
1

.

1 in every diagonal place except the ith, which contains
Li = diag(l, 1, • • ·, l,
and L0 = In •

Af, ···, l)

X~,
1

so

,

Define the scalars
for i = 1, • • ·, n

,

for i = 1, • • •, n,

and

and the row vectors

•

for i = 1, ••• , n,

hi[lx(n-k)] = (pil'Pi2' ••• ,pi,n-k)
h 0 [1 x (n-k)] =

and

o

From this point to the end of Section 4,

let e 1 denote a p x 1 column

vector with a one in the first place and zeroes elsewhere, e 1 =
(1, 0, 0, ••• , 0)' •

(In Section 2, e1 was defined to be of this form,

but of length n • )
The covariance relations (4.19) may be expressed more compactly as
Cov(Y*) =I

p

We may write L. as I
J.

n

® Li

under H.,

fori =1, • ··, n

J.

+ diag(O, •• • , O,'T.,O, ••• , 0) for i=O,l, ···, n •
J.

It is understood that 'Ti appears in the ith diagonal place, except that
when i = o, 'TO = 0 may be said to appear in arry position, for instance

•

the first place •
To compute the distribution of T, we first examine

that
Z*

= (Ip

® P'M)Y*

Z = P'MY, noting

-4.10-

•

It is immediate that under H., i
~

=

Cov(Z*)

(I

p

= I

=0, 1,

• • ·, n, E(Z*)

=0

and

® P'M)(Ip ® Li)(Ip ® P'M)'
® P'ML.MP

p

~

= Ip ® DP'[In + diag(O, ···, 0,-ri,o, • ··, O)]PD
= Ip ® [D + -ri (hi 0) '(hi 0) ], where 0 is 0(1 x k)
The last k rows of Z are degenerate at O(lx p), and the block structure
of Cov(Z*) shows that the remaining entries of Z for.m p independent sets
of n- k components.
z_ ., z2 ., .•• '
J.J
J

z

Each of these p sets is a column of entries

k ., where j is fixed between 1 and p •

n- 'J

Therefore,

under J!i' standard normal distribution theory shows that, for every
j =1,2, ••• , p,

)]-a
~

•

f2

z

1 J.' ••• ' n-k 'J.

(4.20)

(z)

=

(2Tr ) -(n-k)/2[ det ( I

• exp[-iz '(I

n-

n-

,
k+T.h.h.
~

k + -r .h.'h.) -lzl
~ ~ ~

:J

~ ~

for all z[ (n-k)

x 1]

To simplify this, note that (see Press, 1972, p. 20)
det(I

= 1 + T.h.h.' = 1 + Timi.
n-k+ T.h.'h.)
~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~
~

1

the last step following from the fact that M = PDP', which shows
n-k

m. i = \ p~ ~ = h. h.'
~

L

~~

~ ~

for i = 1, • • ·, n

t=l
Also, by the woodbury binomial inverse theorem (Press, lg'7'2, p. 23)

So (4.20) can be written as

•

-4.ll-

•

The distribution of the first n- k rows of' Z under H. is thus the prod~

uct of p such distributions.

( zlj, • • •, z
leted.

Let zj denote the (n- k) x 1 column vector

k . ) ', the jth column of Z with the degenerate entries de-

n- ,J

---

Then under H. ,
"l.

f'Zu , ••• , Z k

n- ,p

( zll' s

•• '

-(n-k)p/2(
)-p/2
zn -k,p ) = ( 2TT)
1 + T.:mii
.L

(4.21)

Partitioning the first n- k rows of Z into sub-matrices

z1 and z2

as in (4.4), we obtain the distribution of the maximal invariant T by
a routine change of variables.
Zj

•

__

[IT]--iw-

for j == 1, · · ·, p .

Let

~

denote the jth column of W, so

Using (4.21) and the Jacobian computed

earlier,
p

= (2TT)-(n-k)p/2(1+-rimii)-p/2Jexp[-i

+it31

r)[iY

j=l

p

(4.22)

L~'(T'

Lvf

'(T' I)hih1

[iYJ1

det W/ n-k-p dW

j=l
= (2rrf(n-k)p/2 (1 + -r1m11 )-P/2Jexp[-itr W'QW

+it31 n1

[i]ww• (T' I)hi]l det W/ n-k-p dW

To simplify the integral, we define the matrix variable F(p x p) =
W'

rJ and change variables

where

•

f'rom W to F, finding that
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•
It is a direct consequence of the definition of r. that r.ri'
~

~

= s.,
~

the scalar defined in ( 4.14). Theref'ore, Vinograd' s Theorem implies the
existence of an orthogonal matrix K(px p) such that

,
or equivalentl.y

Defining G(p x p)

= FK'

and changing variables once more,

(4.23)

•

It is clear that for fixed n, k, and p, cr is a function of the single

Theorem 4. 3:

For the multivariate regression model, variance slippage

single-outlier problem, the distribution of T under H., i
~

= 0, 1,

• • ·, n,

is

'
where si is defined by (4.14), and cr(~isi) by (4.23) .

•
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•

5.

Studentized Residual Rules for the Single-OUtlier Problem

We define squared studentized residuals to be the diagonal entries
of the nxn matrix R(R'R)- 1 R', normalized by the constants

m~~.
J.J.

It

will be shown that simple rules based on the squared studentized residuals are invariant admissible for both the mean slippage single-outlier
problem and the variance slippage single-outlier problem.
Definition 5.1:

For i = 1, 2, ••• , n, the i th squared studentized residual

is
(5.1)
where m.. is the ith diagonal entry of M, R. (lX p) is the ith row of R,
J.J.

J.

and S(pxp) = R'R.

•

The scalar s. defined by (4.14) equals m.. ~ fori =1, • •• , n .

Lemma 5.1:
Proof:

J.

J.J. J.

This follows immediately from R = PZ and (4.10).

Definition 5.2:

QED

For the multivariate regression model, mean slippage

single-outlier problem, let f 1 , .•• , fn be arbitrary positive constants.
Let

u denote

the deci sian rule which states:

maxj tjmjjvj < K

=1,

:f'or i

take action D0 when

;

... , n, take action D. when
l.

(5.2)
The constant K is determined by the desired value of Pr(D0 1H0 )

If

more than one value of i satisfies (5.2), the choice among the correspending D. may be made in any prespecified fashion, possibly at random.
J.

•

The distribution of T under Hi will be denoted by

r;c T)

.

We now

show by a method due to Karlin and Truax (1960, Sec. 9) that the integra1 p(si,8i) is a monotone increasing fUnction of si for any positive

8i •
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•

Lemma 5.2:

The integral p(s.,o.) of (4.18) is strictly increasing ins .
~

~

~

for each positive value of 5.,
and thus is a strictly increasing funcl.
tion of the single argument s.5
.•
l. l.
Proof:

Expanding the integrand in a Taylor series gives

= exp( ~Lgfj)[l+g11 slot

exp[-itr(GG')+g11stoXJ

ij

Integrating ter.m by ter.m,
(X)

~ ) = L
\ Cnsn/2~n/2
,
u

p ( si' ui

n=O
where

•

Cn

=

;! J I
exp(-i

ij

It is clear that
negative.

c2n

~

0 for any n

To show that C2n+l

=0

~

C2n~l

0, for the integrand is non-

for all n, change variables from

G to H(pxp) == diag(-1,1,1, •.• , 1)G.

Then

=

1
Jexp(-i\~.)g2n+l!det Gln-k-p dG
(2n+l) ~
~J 11

=

1
Jexp(-i\h~.)(-~~+1 )ldet Hln-k-p dH
(2n+l)!
~J
--:u.

:r

:6

b

This establishes that c2 n+l

•

gfj ~~ 1det Gl n-k-p dG

= 0, for

= -c

2n+l

all n, and therefore that

CD

p(s1,oi)

=

I c2ns~5~,

n=O

where

c2n ~ o

for all n
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•

Hence

is strictly increasing in x. for any positive 6., and also

p

l

strictly increasing in s.6. •
l

l

QED

l

This lenuna allows us to prove the following:
Theorem 5.1:

For the multivariate regression model, mean slippage

single-outlier problem, let 6. = a.L:- 1 a.' be known up to a constant for
l

l

l

That is, fi = 6i/L:~6k is known for i

i = 1, 2, ••• , n •

=1, • • ·, n • Then

the decision rule G is invariant admissible for the outlier problem
for any set of 6. 's proportional to the given f.'s .
l

In fact, it is

l

Bayes with respect to any prior distribution in which the p. 's are pro1

-1

portional to ex.
l

fori =1, · .• , n, and all p. 's are non-zero.

The value

l

of i satisfying (5.2) is unique with probability one.

•

Proof:

Assume that B, E, and

~'

••• , an are known, so we are dealing

with simple hypotheses throughout.

It will be seen that these parame-

ters enter the Bayes decision rule in the statement of the theorem only
through 51' i = 1, ••• , n •

Let a prior distribution be defined by assign-

ing non-zero probability p. to H. for j
J

Any rule

cp for which cp. (T)
~

J

=0

=O,J.,

n

• • •, n, so that
.

E p.

j=O J

=1
.

for all i such that p.t:T(T) <max. p.~T(T)
J

~

is Bayes with respect to the prior (p0 ,p1 , •• ., pn) •

J

There is

=

essentially only one such rule, since the index i such that piri(T)
maxj pjr£(T) is unique with probability one.

On the set of .measure zero

where this uniqueness does not hold, any randomization among those i's
maximizing pifi(T) gives a Bayes rule.
Let w. denote the region of the sample space on which action D. is
l

taken.

•

•

~

The Bayes rule with respect to (p0 , ···, pn) is specified, using

the distribution fi(T) of (4.17), by
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•

(5.3)
n

[piaip(s.,5.)>p..o(O,O)}
l.l.
v

n .nl(pia.p(s.,5.)>p.a.p(s.,5j)}
l.
l.l.
JJ
J
J=

j~i

for i = l, · •• , n

.

Any rule of this form, being Bayes with respect to a given prior, is in-

variant admissible.
Now consider a prior distribution satisfying

(5.4)

for j = l, • • ·, n

'

'
where the constant c 0 is chosen to make all of these positive.

For this

prior, the region w0 of ( 5. 3) simplifies to

••

w0 = (Pr:f(o,O)>ccf(sj,5j) for j =l, ···, n}
= {p(sj,5j)< c;1Pr:f(o,o) for j =l, ••• , n}
where K'

=

-1
c 0 Pr:f (0, 0)

The constant K ' depends only on the prior ( 5. 4) and on n - k and p
through p ( 0, 0) •

Viewing p as a strictly increasing :f'u.nction g of the

single argument s.5. as in Lemma 5.2,
J J

And applying Lemma 5.1 gives

(5.5)

•

w0

= (maxj

5jmjjVj<K"}

= (:maxj

fjmjjVj<K},

where K = K"/

I~
k

Similar calculations can be made for w1 , i = l, • • ·, n, giving

.
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w1 = {p.;a.;p(s.p5
)>p....o(O,O), A.nd p.a.p(s.,5.)>p.a.p(s.,5.)
• •
• 1
v
~ ~
~
~
J J
J J

•

:for all j ~ 0, i}

= {ccf(s1 ,5i) >Pcf(o,o),

and p(si,5i) >p(sj,8j) :for all j ~O,i}

0

= {p ( s., 8. ) = max p ( s., 8.) > c 1p....o ( 0, 0) = K'}
~
~
j>O
J J
v
= (s1 8i =max. s.5.>K" = g-1 (K')}
J J J

w1

(5.6)

= {f'im11vf =maxj

i'.f!jjVj>K =K"/

L1\]
k

Since the f. 's are known, f.m .. v:;. can be computed :for every i = 1, ••• , n,
~

~

~~

~

(5. 5) and (5.6) specif'y a decision rule.

and

does not depend on

~1\,

The :form of' this rule

so it is invariant admissible for all values of'

k
!:~

k

••

~D

c

The dependence of the various expressions in the proof of Theorem

5.1 is clarified by Figure 5.1, in -which :f'Unctional dependence is indicated by an arrow:

Figure 5.1.

Dependence of' Expressions in the Proof' of' Theorem 5.1.

This illustrates the fact that any family {f'i}~=l corresponds to an infinitude of' families

{8i}~,

each of' which leads to a different

ani a different collection of' pr-iors {pi}~ •

•

to perform the test of Theorem 5 .1.
1:, and a., i = 1, • e
:1.

·,

{~(T)}~

Only {fi}~ must be known

As noted earlier, the parameters B,

n of the mean slippage single-outlier problem enter

the discussion only through the n scalar
quanti ties 5., i = 1, • • ·, n •
.
~
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•

Two particular cases are of special interest •
Corollary 5.1:

The decision rule:

take action

n0

when max. V~ < K;
J

J

take action Di when V~ = maxj Vj ~ K, is invariant admissible for the
liiUltivariate regression model, mean slippage single-outlier problem with
-1

8i proportional to m. . fo:., i = 1, • • •, n •
~~

Further.more, this rule is

Bayes with respect to any prior distribution which assigns equal non-

fl:t.' ••• , Hn'

zero probabilities to
Corollary 5. 2 :

as well as non-zero probability to H0 •
take action D0 when max. m..Vj2 < K;

The decision rule:

take action D. when m.. V~ = maxj
~

~~

~

J

m ..Vj2
JJ

JJ

~ K, is invariant admissible for

the multivariate regression model, mean slippage single-outlier problem

These are proved by routine substitution into The.orem 5 .1.

•

An

interesting feature of Corollary 5.1 is that whenever 8. varies directly
~

-1
as mii for i = 1, • • ·, n, no matter what the constant of proportionality,

(5.4)

gives the same family of prior distributions, indexed only by a

single constant c1 :
for j = 1, • ·., n

Po = 1

- nc1 ,

'

where 0 < c 1 < 1/n

The scalar 5. =a. I: -la.' indicates the distance by which the i th ob~

~

~

servation departs from the null hypothesis model under H. •
~

Theorem 5.1

shows that we can generate a large class of invariant admissible rules
by changing the sizes of these n distances relative to each other.

It

is interesting and a bit surprising that we can show all of these rules

•

to be invariant admissible for the single-outlier problem with a single,
fixed set of scalars

a1 ,

.•• , 5n •

This is established in

.
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•

Theorem 5. 2:

For the mean slippage single-outlier problem, fix 5.

~

'<:"-1 a.I f or ~• = l , ••• , n .
a. L..
~

~

=

Then for any choice of f 1 , ... , fn' the

decision rule iJ is invariant admissible for this outlier problem.

In

fact, it is Bayes with respect to any prior distribution of the type
given in (5.7).

The value of i satisfying (5.2) is unique with prob-

ability one.
Proof:

We follow the proof of Theorem 5 .1, but now find the regions

obtained from (5.3) by considering a prior distribution satisfying

(5. 7)

•

for j

=1,

,

• • ·, n

(The integral p(s.,fj) in p. could be replaced by the more general
J
J
.
p(sj,clfj), where c1 is a positive constant which does not vary with j.)
The region w0 of (5.3)

then simplifies to

and by the analysis of wo in Theorem 5 .1 with 5 . replaced by f.,
J

w0
Similarly, for i

= (maxj

=1,

sjfj<K}

= (maxj

J

t'jmjjVj<K}

• • ·, n, the region wi of ( 5. 3) can be evaluated

under the prior distribution of (5.7) as
wi = (ccf(si,fi) >Pcf(o,o), and p{si'fi) >p(sj,fj)
for all j ~ O,i}

•

= ( fimii V~

= ma.xj

f jmjj Vj ~ K}

Q,ED
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•

It will now be shown that the rule of Theorem 5.1 is invariant
admissible for the variance slippage single-outlier :problem.
by establishing the monotonicity of
Lemma 5.3:

The integral

cr(~.s.)
l

l

function of the scalar argument
Proof:

cr(~.s.)
l

l

We begin

•

of (4.24) is a strictly increasing
~.s . •
l l

The non-negative integrand depends on the argument only through
This term is strictly increasing in

2
•
when gil r_i_ 0 for some i = 1, • • ·, p, Slnce
e1'G 'Ge1 = L::p
1 gil .

Theorem 5.3:

stant for i=l,2, ••• , n.
Then the decision rule

•

l

l

QED

For the multivariate regression model, variance slippage

single-outlier :problem, let

for any set of

~.s.

~l

u is

~l

of Definition 4.4 be known u:p to a con-

That is, fi =~i/L:~~.e is lmown for i=l, ••• , n
invariant admissible for the outlier :problem

's :proportional to the given f.'s .
l

In fact, it is

Bayes with respect to any :prior distribution of the type (5.9).

The

value of i satisfying (5.2) is unique with :probability one.
Proof:

The method used to prove Theorem 5.1 is applicable here, so the

proof will only be outlined, with emphasis on the computations, which
differ from those done earlier.

The Bayes rule with respect to the pri-

or distribution (:p0 ,:p1 , · · ·, pn) is specified by

Using the distribution ofT under Hi' i=O,l, ···, n, from (4.24), we
obtain

•

w0 = {p 0 cr(O)>p.(1+-r.mj .rP/2 cr(~.s.) for j =1, ···, nJ
J
J J
J J

,
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•

Choose a prior distribution of the form
p. = co( 1 + 't' .m 'j )
J
J J
n

(5-9)

=1

p0

0

-

L

p/2

p j,

for j = 1,

c c c,

n

'

where

1

< c 0 < 1/

I

n
1

(1 + 't' .mj.)
J

p/2

J

All n + 1 elements of this prior distribution are positive.

The regions

of ( 5. 8) become

w0 = {p0 cr(O)>c 0 cr(f3jsj) for j =1, ••c, n}

= {max

cr(f3.sj)<K'}

J.Sjs:n

where K' =

J

c~1p 0 cr(O)

= {maxj f3jmjjvj<cr- 1 (K')}

.

where

•

(5.10)
w1

= {c 0 cr(f31 s 1 )>p0 cr(o),

'

and c 0 cr(f31 s 1 )>c0 cr(f3jsj) for all j 1o,iJ

~~cr(f3jsj)>c~1p 0 cr(O)J

·= {cr(f3is1 ) =

This decision rule is Bayes with respect to any prior distribution of
the type

(5.9),

and therefore is invariant admissible no matter what

n

the val.ue of \

Ll

f3

J.

•

QED

The rules of Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2 are invariant admissible for
the variance slippage problem, as substitution into Theorem 5.3 shows.
These results could be stated as corollaries, with 5. replaced by f3 ••
~

•

~

Theorem 5.3 shows that we can generate a class of invariant admissible decision rules by changing the sizes of the n departures from

-5.10-

•

hypothesis H0 of the variance slippage single-outlier problem.

The

following theorem verifies that the entire class of rules from Theorem

5.3 is invariant admissible under the variance slippage single-outlier
problem with a single fixed set of n constants
Theorem 5.4:

A.f, · · ·,

~

.

For the multivariate regression model, variance slippage

single-outlier problem, fix A.~ for i = 1, • • •, n •
arbitrary positive constants.

Let f 1 , • ·., fn be

Then the decision rule iJ is invariant

admissible for this outlier problem.

In fact, it is Bayes with respect

to any prior distribution as in (5.11).

The value of i satisfying (5.2)

is unique with probability one.

Proof':
i

•

=1,

Fixing

A.f,

i

• • •, n, or t3i' i

=~~ ••• , n

=1,

is equivalent to fixing either

1'i,

• • ·, n where these are as in Def'ini tion 4.4.

We proceed to f':l.nd the regions obtained from ( 5. 8) after choosing a
prior distribution of' the form

(5.11)

for j

where c 0 is

se~ected

tion positive.

to make

~

=~~ • ••, n

,

n + 1 Ccmi.POnents of' the prior distribu-

(The integral cr(f' .sj) in p. could be replaced by the
J

J

more general term cr(c1 fjsj), where c1 is any positive constant.)

Sub-

stituting the expressions from (5.11) into (5.8) and noting the resemblance of the resulting terms to (5.10), we easily obtain
w0 = (p0 cr(O)>c 0 cr(fjsj) f'or j =~,

= (maxj

•

f' jmjj Vj < K}

... , n}

,

and
wi = (c0 cr(fisi)>p0 cr(O), and c0 cr(:f'is1 )>c 0a(fjsj) for 1'1.11 j ~O,i}

= (f'im11vf = maxj

:f'jmjjVj>K}

QED
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•

6.

Studentized Rules

~or

Mean Slippage with Several Outliers in the

Same Direction
The model of Definition 2.3, with equation Y=XB+A+U, is considered in this section.

A class of optimal rules for testing alter-

natives involving several outliers is developed here, using the methods
o~

Sections 4 and 5.

These rules are of theoretical interest, although

the assumptions made in specifying the alternatives may be unrealistic
from a practical point

o~

view.

We begin with a brief

discus~ion o~

these assumptions.
It is supposed that there are either h outliers, where h is a known

•

number less than n/2, or none.

If there are h outliers, they have all

slipped in a common direction.

In terms of the model, all non-zero rows

of A must be scalar muJ..tiples of a common row vector a(lx p) •
these h non-zero scalars be denoted by
$

~'

~'

so the non-zero rows of A are cia, i

• • •,

~'

=1,

• • ·, h •

where c1

~

Let
c2 s • • ·

It is assumed

that the c.'s are known.
l.

Definition 6.1:

Let v = [v(l), v(2), • • ·, v(n)] be a permutation of the

first n positive integers.

The permuted identity matrix corresponding

to v, denoted Iv, is an nx n matrix whose (j,k)th element is

--

where

-

o is

the Kronecker delta.

oVJ,
( ') k'

That is,
if k = v(j)
otherwise

The hypothesis of no outliers can be expressed as A = 0 •

•

pothesis of h outliers can be written in the for.m
(6.1)

'

Any hy-
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•

where I v corresponds to some permutation v .

Pre-multiplying any n X 1

co1umn vector by Iv moves its v(i)th entry to the ith place for every i.
Thus the

permutation v specifies which h observations correspond to the

respective slippage constants ci •
The unidirectional h-outlier problem for the .multivariate regression model with mean slippage can be formally specified as the singleoutlier problem was in Definition 2.7.

The hypotheses are H0 , that

A = 0, and Hi , ••• , ~~ that rows i 1 , ••• , ih of A are c1 a, ••• , cha' re1

spectively, all other rows being zero.
correspond to these hypotheses.

e =(i1 , ... ,ih,c 1 ,···,ch,a,B,~),

The elements of the action space

The state space consists of elements
and the loss function is zero-one.

Filling in the details is an exercise, and will be omitted.

•

The set of a1l permutations of the set {1,2,·••,n} can be partitioned into c1asses in such a way that two pe:r.mutations u and v are in
the same class i:f and only i:f

This results in an equivalence relation, each class o:f which corresponds
to a different matrix of the type ( 6.1).

Each h-outlier alternative

i.. of the problem is therefore associated with a class of permu1' • · · 'n
tations. For notational convenience, we will instead associate each of

H1

these alternatives with a single permutation v in its class, and refer
The number of distinct alternatives of this type is not
to it as H
v
important in the ensuing analysis, and will not be considered further.
The distribution of the maximal invariant T will now be found under

•

the hypothesis H , and then used to derive a class of decision rules
v
which are Bayes with respect to specified prior distributions, and there-

•

fore invariant admissihle .

Our approach will be to specialize the re-

sults of Section 4 for general A to the h-outlier case rather than to
the single-outlier case.
Lemma

6.1: In the multivariate regression model with mean slippage, _let

zi, ai, and

~

denote the ith rows of

column and i th row of P .

z,

j

A, and R, and P and Pi the jth

Then

'
n-k

Lpi

n

'AL:-1 zj

i=l

j=l

and

I air:-lw'(T' I O)Pi_

= tr[AL:-lw'(T' I O)P'] =

'

n-k

I ~ 'AL:-1A'Pj

•

=

tr[MAL-1A']

j=l

Proof:

Contained in the proof of Lemma 4.1.

From

(4.9), (4.10), (4.11), and Lemma 6.1, the distribution of T is

fT(T) = (2n)-(n-k)p/2 (det L:)-(n-k)/2etr[-iMAE-lA']

• Jexp[ -i-tr(WL:-lw'Q) + tr(AL:-~' (T'
~

I O)P')] Idet WI n-k-p dW •

~

Change variables from W to E(pxp) = r,-"2w'Q2 , and define

for i = 1, • • •, n

.

Substitution shows the distribution of T under the model Y = XB +A+ U
to be

,

(6.2)
'Where

•

n

p =

Jetr[-iEE' + EQ-i(T' I 0) LPi_-ri_J det Ej n-k-p dE
1

1=1
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•

Tbis f'ormul.a, which holds for all A, is identical to ( 4.13) except that
Pi' 1'' has been replaced by

n
L: p! -r! •

i=l J. J.
We now consider the form of ( 6. 2) under an aJ. ternati ve of the type

found in the h-out1ier problem.

The alternative Hv' as developed so far,

specifies that A can be written as in ( 6.1) .

We now generalize the
.J..

form of' the matrix A by allowing it to be mul.tiplied by a constant 52

v

, 'Which varies from one h-outlier alternative to another.

Then

~

beccunes

(6.3)
J.

Also, define
With a(lxp) as in (6.3), define -r(pxl) = L: 2 a'
.1. v
scalars ci = 0 for i = h + 1, · • ·, n, so A = ~I ( c1 · · · en) 'a
Then

•

and

n

\

L

P~-r~

J. J.

i=l
This is the product of non-nuD. matrices of size nX 1 and lX p, and
therefore has rank one.
of' Section

Consequently, the steps in the one-outlier case

4 can be paralleled here.

Define the matrix
n

(6.4)

I

of \ P '-r !] = ovvs -r-r '
~L

iJ.

i=l

where the scalar

N is clearly of rank one, and the method of Section 4 shows that o is a
function of the scalar arguments s

•

v

and 5 -r'~:
v

•

-6.5-

.

•

To obtain the distribution r;(T) of' T under Hv' it remains only to
note that

c )'a.Z -1a' ( c
n

1

...

c

v(n)

]'

Combining these results, we have

where

Lemma 5. 2 shows that p is an increasing function of' s

v

f'or a:r:ry posi-

tive value of' Bv't"'T, and is a strictly increasing :f'unction of' the single

••

argument Bvsv-r ''t" •
f'or s

The next lemma provides a more convenient expression

v

Lemma 6.2:

The scalar sv defined by (6.4) is given under~ by

(6.8)

Proof':

This is a direct result of' the definition of' s

quences of' ( 4 .10) mentioned in the proof' of' LelmDa 5 .1.

v

and the conseQED

A decision rule which is Bayes, and therefore invariant admissible,
f'or the h-outlier problem will now be derived.

Recall that the action

space of' the h-outlier decision problem consists of elements D :

v

if'

•

~

is true, on2 f'or each lcypothesis

~,

and D0 :

act as if'

act as

Ha is

true •
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•

•

Theorem 6 .1:

In the multivariate regression model with mean slippage,

take h < n/2, and assume that the scalars c 1 , · · ·, ch are non-zero.
Define ci = 0 for i=h+l, ···, n. The alternative hypotheses are H0 :
l. v
A= O, and Hv: A= ~I (c 1 ··· cn)'a, ~or any set of permutations v
yielding all distinct matrices A of the

~om.

(6. 3).

Hence

flo

is the

hypothesis of no outliers, and H is the h-outlier hypothesis that A has
v
rows

Let

[f v }

be an arbitrary set of positive constants corresponding

to the hypotheses H , and consider the decision rule which states:
v

take

action D0 when
:maxu~s

uu <K

•

;

for each v, take action D when
v
~s

(6.9)

v v

=max

u

fs
u u

~K

The constant K is dete.m.ined by the desired value of Pr( D0 IH0 ) .
more than one v satisfies

If

(6.9), which happens with probability zero,

the choice among the corresponding D .may be made in any pre-specified
v
~ashion,

possibly at random.

Any decision rule of this form is invari-

ant admissible for this outlier problem.

In

~act,

it is Bayes with

respect to any prior distribution of the type given in (6.10).
Proof:

The general method used to prove Theorem 5. 1 is applicable here.

Assume that the parameters B,
simple hypotheses throughout.

•

~,

and a are known, so we are dealing with

Let a prior distribution be defined by

assigning non-zero probabilities p 0 to
mutation v such that Pyf;(T)

= maxu

He

and pv to each

~

•

The per-

puf;(T) is unique with probability

'

•

-6.7one (considering the situation of

EQ

as a permutation for purposes of

this statement), so there is essentially only one Bayes decision rule
with respect to the prior distribution determined by p 0 and the set of
p 's .

v

Let wv denote the region of the sample space on which action Dv is
taken.

Using the distribution f;(T) of (6.6),

we find that the Bayes

rule with respect to the prior distribution is
wo =

WV

n
{P-0
( o, 0) > p a p ( s , 0 'f r T)}
u
v
uu:
u u

= {pva.J'(sv' ovT'T) >Prf (0,0)}

,

nU~(pva.J'(sV, ovT'T) >pUCXUp(su' OUT 1 T)}

for every v

•

Any rule of this form, being Bayes with respect to a given prior distri-

bution, is invariant admissible.

•

Now choose a prior distribution

(6.10)

p

v

= c 0a-1p(s ,f )/p(s ,o T'-r)
v
vv
vv

where av is defined by ( 6. 7),
of these positive.

and

Po= 1- ~ nv
-v"'

,

and the constant c 0 is chosen to make all

Then

= (maxu f u su < K}

And for each permutation v,
wv = (crf(sv,fv)>Pcf(O,O), and p(sv,fv)>p(su,fu) for all u~v}

•

= (p ( sv , f'v ) = maxu p ( su , f'u ) > K '}

= (fv sv

= maxu f u su > K}

Q,ED

f
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•

Further generalizations of this theorem are easily obtained.

First,

since the row vector a(l X p) entered the distribution of T and the proof
of Theorem 6.1 only through the scalar

't'

'-r, the discussion applies with-

out change if a( l X p) is replaced in H by a ( l X p), which changes with
v
v
-l
v, as long as the scalar a..; a; has the same value 'T'-r for every v •
Second, while Theorem 6.1 as stated includes all possible arrangements
of h outliers as alternatives, the discussion applies if only an arbitrary subset of these arrangements are considered as alternatives.
ifYing the interpretation of

MOd-

to include only the specified per.muta-

~

v

tions v is the only change needed for this resul.t.

Third, if a..;- 1 a; as

-well as a v varies with v, but is known up to. a constant, then the inser-

tion of this known scalar term as a factor accompanying ,.,,. l.eads with-

•

out difficulty to a broader version of the theorem.

In this situation,

too, we can consider only some subset of h-outlier alternatives.

These

generalizations will not be stated as theorems, although they could be.

The simplest case of h outliers occurs in Theorem 6.1 when c. = 1
~

for i = 1, ... , h, and :Sv = 1 for all permutations v •

There are (~) dis-

tinct h-outlier matrices A, corresponding to all possible choices of
the h identical non-zero rows of A .

It simplifies the discussion if

we now return to the notation H.

.

~l,···,~h

instead of H

v

If rows

i 1 , ••• , ih of A are the non-zero rows, then the column vector Iv(c1 ••• en)
= [ cv(l)

.•• cv(n)]

by Lemma 6.2, s

(6.11)

•

v

1

has ones in those entries and zeroes elsewhere.

Then

can be written as
(R. + • • • + Ri. )(R'R)- 1 (R.~ + • • • + R1 ) '
~
~
~
h

Substitution of these expressions into Theorem 6.1 produces
Corollary 6.1: In the multivariate regression model with mean slippage,
take h < n/2 •

Define alternative hypotheses H_: A = 0 and H.
i :
-u
J.l' • • ·' h

1

-6.9-

•

rows ~' ••• , ~ of A are all equal to a( l. x p), the remaining rows of A
are zero.

denote the expression (6.11), and let

Let s.
i
J.J.' ••• ' n

{fi
i_} be an arbitrary set of (hn) positive constants, and define
1' • · · 'n

fsmax

= max.

. f.

. s.

.

take

actic~

l.l' ••• '~ l.l' ••• '~ l.l' ••• ' ~

Consider the decision rule which states:

n0

take action Di
. when f.
. s.
i_ = fsmax
1' • • ·' ~
l.l' • • ·' ~ l.l' • • ·' n
stant K is determined by the desired val.ue of Pr(D0 !

When fsmax <
~

K •

He) •

one collection i 1 , ••• ,

~

K;

The con-

If more than

is associated with fsma.x, Which happens with

probability zero, the choice among the corresponding actions may be made
in any pre-specified fashion, possibly at random.

Any decision rule of

this form is invariant admissible for this outlier probl.em.

•

In fact, it

is Bayes with respect to any prior distribution of the form
PL ••• i_ = cOai-1
ip(sL
i ,fi ••• i )/p(s.
L ,az-la') '
"-1.'
'n
J.' • • ·' n
"-1.' • • ·' n
1'
' h
J.l' • • • 'n

'
where

'
and c 0 is chosen to make all of these positive.
The results of this section extend work of Murphy
univariate observations.

(1951) on

His no-outlier null hypothesis is that

the n observations are a random sample from a N(~,cr 2 ) ~o~ulation,
and each h-outlier alternative is that exactly h

•

come instead from a N(~ + \cr, cr 2

)

s~ecified

population, where A > 0 .

observations
Murphy's

test rejects the null hypothesis for large values of the statistic
[x(n) + x(n-1) + ••• + x(n-h+l) - hi]/s

'

.,

'

•
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which also selects the h outliers.
~eneral,

treatin~

The approach of this section is more

multivariate observations, a regression model rather

than a common mean model, and h outliers of differing magnitudes.
The invariance structure of this section is not the one Murphy

adopted.

Mlrpby, like Ferguson (1961), required his procedure to be

invariant only under linear transformations of the data which do not
reverse its direction:

x ...... ax. + b with a > 0 .
l.

l.

In a multivariate

context, it is more natural to require invariance under all non-singular
linear transformations:

xi ..... ax1 + b with a ~ 0 •

assuming A ~ 0 rather than ). > 0 as above.

'lbis corresponds to

The decision rul.e of Coroll-

ary 6.1 with all f's =1 is easily obtained for the univariate, common
mean case of Murphy as:

•

•

reject the null hypothesis for large values of

max([x(n) + ••• + x(n-h+l)- bi]/s,[hi- x(l)- ••• - x(h)]/s}
This test is clearly preferable to Mlrpby 's when the sign of A is not
known •

•
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